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VISUALIZATIONS
I have chosen to show of the visualizations 
thru the consumer journey to a persona 
that I have given the name “Hanna”. This 
so one can get a clearer picture of how 
the concept with digital clothes and AR 
can be integrated into a shopping app. 

Costumer journey
Hanna scrolls down Instagram to find out 
that one of her favourite brands Carlings 
has launched their own app. She is fast 
to download it on Appstore and quickly 
makes an account as she is in a need 
of buying a something new to wear for 
school start. 

Costumer journey
She decides that she wants a new top and 
therefor goes directly to the search page 
to find the category.

Technicalities
The app is build up with standard icons 
for home page, search, shopping cart 
and personal profile so it is easy to 
understand and navigate on.
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Costumer journey
After scrolling thru a few items, she finds a top she likes 
from Fila and get existed as she sees that it has a 3D 
model application that she can look at as well as the 
regular pictures. 

Technicalities
When testing the 3D model application on Rebecca Minkoff 
in the research part I found it difficult to find products that 
had the application as one needed to go into the product 
itself to check as not every item had it. To avoid this and 
make it easier to navigate I decided to put an 3D model tag 
on the garments that has it so when you are scrolling thru 
multiple items you know which one who got it or not. 
 

Costumer journey
She clicks on the top from fila. She scrolls thru the regular 
product pictures before she decides to see the top in 3D.

Technicalities 
I have chosen to put a button for showing the 3D model 
when one has clicked on a product. The reason for this is 
that it makes the concept easier to incorporate into an 
already existing app without changing the layout too much. 
This way the consumers already are familiar with how to 
navigate and it is easier for them to use the app even after 
the 3D application has been incorporated.
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Consumer journey
Hanna sees that she can add things to see it together with the top and decides 
to see if there are any pants that can go with it. 

Technicalities 
I chose to have the 3D models of the garments by itself without any avatar 
as I found that body types are a difficult thing to do right as today’s society is 
all about inclusiveness and showing off bodies in all shapes and sizes. I also 
thought about scanning your body as a way to try the clothes on virtually but do 
to the scepticism I received in the survey and the displeasure I got from 
scanning my face when trying out the platform Leela I decided to not 
incorporate it into the concept. 

I have decided to have a function where one can add other 
garments so the consumer can put together outfits and see what’s looks good 
together if they plan on buying an entire outfit or just want to get an 
understanding of what the different garments looks good with.

Consumer journey:
She finds a matching pant and finds 
herself loving the outfit.

Technicalities 
Having the pants added on directly makes 
it easy to try on and change into different 
combinations fast and easy. 
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Consumer journey
As she is happy with the outfit, she 
decides to check out how the motion 
function. As she taps on the walking 
setting the clothes begins to move in a 
walking motion and she is able to see how 
the garment is acting. 

Technicalities 
The motion function has three different 
settings. Still, Walking and Running. I 
added this so the consumer can get a 
better feeling of how the fabric(s) is 
acting. See if it is thick and stiff or if it is 
softer and more flowy.

Consumer journey
Hanna is satisfied with how the fabrics is and how they move 
and moves on to the background function where she first try 
out AR. The outfit appears walking in her own living room. she 
finds it extremely fun and after a while testing it out, she 
decides to switch over to a white background.

Technicalities 
Due to the discovering’s I found in the research part about AR 
I decided to incorporate it as it increases the willingness to buy 
but also creates a stronger bond between the brand and the 
consumer. I also decided to have just plain backgrounds in 
different colours as different garments shows up better with 
different backgrounds. another reason is also because one 
may be at a place where AR is not the best to use.
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Consumer journey
As a final check she tests out how the outfit and fabrics 
acts in different light. She is very pleased with the 
shopping experience and decides to click the icon in the 
right corner to add it to the cart before she clicks on the 
icon text to it to finish the purchase.

Technicalities
I decided to have light so the consumer once again can 
get a feeling of how the fabric is and how it is acting in real 
life. 

When it comes to the icons above, I added them so one 
easy could add thing to the cart but also go directly to the 
shopping cart without the need of entering out of the 3D 
mode. 
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